
EYFS: Action Packed Easter Egg Hunt! 

As Easter approaches, we have a fun activity that all the family can join in as we 

continue with our super learning! 

Instead of having a chocolate egg hunt, you can hide some different coloured 

paper eggs with clues written on, or if you have any plastic eggs you could hide 

the clue inside! The clues then have an action to be performed.  

Here's some clues to get you started: 

Jump 10 times  

Count up to 10 in 2's  

What is double 6 eggs? 

Write a caption with a tricky word in it  

How many times can you write the word 'egg' in one minute? 

Spot the digraphs in 'The baby chick is in the egg.' 

Hop like the Easter bunny 

Draw a square and describe it.  

Sing the alphabet song 

Tell your favourite story. 

Draw a picture of your favourite character. 

What happens at the end of the story of ‘The Three Little Pigs?’ 

When your child completes a certain number of actions, they can find the 

winning prize! 
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If I have 10 eggs and the Easter bunny gives me 3 more, how many do I have? 

You have 3 chocolate eggs but your mummy eats 1! How many do I have left. How 

could I share them equally with my best friend? 

Complete the sum 8 + 3=? 

Which number is bigger 8 or 6? 

If I add 5 and 2, I get 8 altogether. Am I right?  

What is double 6? 

What is 2 more than 3? 

Find objects round the house that are a cylinder shape. 

What shape has 3 sides? 

Count up to 20 forwards and backwards 

 

How many words can you think of that have the 'ee' digraph in? 

                                                                                                       
Draw or paint an Easter Picture- you could draw some Easter eggs, flowers, 

chicks, sheep or even an Easter bunny! Once you have drawn your picture you 

can label it and even write a short sentence. 

              



Use your sound mat to practise your cursive writing. 

        

 

 

 

People often celebrate Easter by chocolate or buns and cakes. Try making a 

sweet treat to share with your family. 

                 

 



  Share ‘We’re going on an Egg Hunt’ with your child. You 

can find the link to the story on you tube below. 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=VIxOrCXHLi8 

EYFS Reading Opportunities 

Which story does this book remind us of? If the children have read ‘We’re 

going on a bear hunt,’ they should recognise the similarities in the story. 

Encourage your child answer the following questions;                                             

Why is the baby bunny in the wheelbarrow?                                                    

Why are they carrying nets and baskets? 

Find and Point: All the pages can be used as ‘find & point’ to 

introduce/consolidate vocabulary.                                                                                                 

Encourage  your child to find the following objects;                                                  

bunny                                                                                                                                                   

wheelbarrow                                                                                                         

egg                                                                                                           

watering can                                                                                                       

coop                                                                                                            

tractor                                                                                                                    

barn                                                                                                               

fence                                                                                                                

net                                                                                                                                                            

basket                                                                                                          

ladybird etc… 

 

EYFS Writing Opportunities 

 Messages: using the page where they meet Wolf, instead of running away, 

what could the bunnies say to him? Write messages for Wolf. 

 I’m sorry: children can write their own sorry letters from wolf. 

 Invitation: children could create an invitation to the bunnies’ house for wolf. 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=VIxOrCXHLi8


 

 

 

 

 

                                            


